ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS

Roadmap for the implementation of the 2021 UfM Ministerial Declaration on Sustainable Blue Economy and related Monitoring, Reporting and Evaluation system - 03 - PRO478WEB-2023

With reference to the above-mentioned procedure, please find below the answer to the question posed by the interested company:

REQUEST FOR CLARIFICATIONS Nr. 1 (dated Thursday 21/12/2023 15:22)

**Question 1:** The TOR mention on page 4 "a maximum of 4 key events (Stakeholders Conferences; Hackathons; Ocean Conferences; future Ministerial etc.) ". Should the service provider only intervene during these events? Or take charge of their full organization (renting the venue, inviting participants, etc.)?

**Answer:** The contractor is solely responsible for supporting the highlighting, communication, and dissemination of results exclusively during the implementation dates of the events. Logistical aspects such as venue rental, participant invitations, etc., will be managed by internal resources and/or the UfM’s event agencies.